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You can find a link to today’s 
presentation on our blog: 

http://movingwriters.org/presentations/scte



Think of the students who are sitting your classroom 
this year.

● What do you want for their writing? 
● What kind of writing do you want them to make? What techniques do you 

want them to master? What processes do you want them to try? 
● What would spectacular writing look like in your classroom? 







Mentor texts help students 
plan.



Carl Linder’s poem helped 
Cole (8th grade) plan



Reed was inspired by the idea 
of a person being “a revolution”



Claire’s free verse poem



Mentor texts teach students 
writing techniques.



Writing Study: Review of Children’s Literature
Janiece’s First Draft: Introduction



Mentor text I pulled in a conference with Janiece:



Janiece’s Revised Introduction



Memoir Study - Zach’s Draft



Minilesson: Writers stretch time to give emphasis to the most 
important parts

There was a minute and fifteen seconds left.
It had stopped raining and the field glistened under the flood of the lights, looking like an empty skating pond. For a moment 

everything seemed stopped in time. There was a strange sense of detachment in the air, as if no one was there at all, just these two 

teams having it out with such relentless bitterness, and the rain and the cold temperatures made everything seem fuzzy and out of place. 

There was no glory here, no pomp, just the raw-boned sound of bodies crashing into bodies.

The Permian fans were on their feet, yelling with an urgent poignancy. The season was slipping away, the fabled cry of “State in 

eighty-eight!” that had been etched on the backs of cars and scribbled in yearbooks a minute away from becoming a failed dream. The 

rain-soaked hair of the cheerleaders looked lifeless. The band, sitting in an upper corner of the stadium to escape the rain, played its 

familiar marches, but the music seemed muffled and miles away. And yet there was still the chant.

“ MO-JO! MO-JO! MO-JO! MO-JO!”

Fingers were crossed. Eyes were raised to the dull gray sky. In the cavernous stadium, 

the cheers seemed distant, tinny. But still there was hope because there had to be.

That was the very point of it all. 



Zach’s Revision



Poetry Study: 
Using Effective Repetition

Julia’s draft

Excerpt from “A Litany” by Greg Orr

I remember him falling beside me, 
the dark stain already seeping across his parka hood. 
I remember screaming and running the half-mile to our house. 
I remember hiding in my room. 
I remember that it was hard to breathe 
and that I kept the door shut in terror that someone would enter.



Julia’s revision

What do you 
notice about 
Julia’s 
revision? 
How as the 
use of 
repetition 
improved her 
poem 
overall?



Mentor texts help students 
problem solve while they 

draft. 



What are some of the most common 
questions  or problems you hear from 
student writers? 

What do they all struggle with?



Mentor texts can guide conversations with 
individual writers.

“I don’t have 
anything else to 
say.” “I don’t know 

how to begin.”

“I have a topic, but I 
don’t know what kind 
of piece I want to 
write.”

“What should I 
research?”

“I know what I 
want to say,  but I 
don’t know how to 
say it.” 

“I don’t think this is 
working anymore.”

“I’m not 
sure how 
this is fitting 
together…” “I don’t know 

how to 
organize 
this...”



“I don’t have 
anything else to 

say.”

What do 
you think is 
missing?





“I don’t know 
how to 
organize 
this...”

Liam’s first 
draft 
about 
indie 
games



Chloi Rad’s “The Witness Review” 
mentored Liam in chunking his thoughts 

by theme or big idea



Liam’s later 
draft...



“I’m not 
sure how 
this is fitting 
together…”

Nick’s Draft
Mentor Text Help



Nick’s Revision history ...



“I don’t know 
how to begin.”

Charlie’s First Draft



Mentor Text Help



Charlie’s revised lead



Mentor texts help a student 
when you can’t.



Sydney’s touchstone text

Sydney’s 
reflection



Excerpt of Sydney’s character study of Holden Caulfield



From The Crossover by Kwame Alexander Anthony’s Free-Verse Poem



Mentor texts help 
students prepare their 
writing for publication.



What are some of 
the most frequent 
errors that crop up 
in your students’ 
writing?



Mentor Sentence 
The narrator of “The Specific Ocean” is this kind of child – 
sensitive, internal, averse to change. She’s reluctant to leave her 
home and friends in the city for a trip to the beach far away. We see 
her curled up on her bed, wearing her backpack, as her father tries 
to lure her out the door. Even arriving at their breathtaking 
destination — “a boxy house on the Pacific Ocean” — does not 
impress her.

from “Vacation’s End” by Maria Russo -- a New York Times review of The 
Specific Ocean (children’s book)



Kayla’s 
Before...

Kayla’s 
After...



Elements of Presentation

★ Photographs, art + slideshows

★ Hyperlinks

★ Captions

★ Headings + subtitles

★ Color + font

★ Graphs, maps, and other visuals 



Bella’s Before...



Bella’s 
After ...



Sam’s first draft 
lacked voice and 

passion



Sam’s Mentor Text
“The NBA Players No One 
Passed To This Season”

Bitly link:
http://53eig.ht/1U9aOuH

http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/the-nba-players-no-one-passed-to-this-season/
http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/the-nba-players-no-one-passed-to-this-season/
http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/the-nba-players-no-one-passed-to-this-season/


After presentation work, Sam’s 2nd 
Draft had so much more personality...



Exploring Opportunities for Publication

Mentor texts don’t 
go away after the 
final draft -- they 
take students to 
publication.



The Query Letter

Sample Questions
● What information 

belongs in a query 
letter?

● How do writers make 
their query letters 
stand out?

● How are query letters 
formatted?

● To whom are query 
letters directed?

*QUERY LETTERS*
Writers send query letters 
to magazines editors, 
literary agents, and 
publishing companies to 
propose writing ideas.



We ask students:

● What information 
belongs in a 
query letter?

● How do writers 
make their query 
letters stand out?

● How are query 
letters formatted?

● To whom are 
query letters 
directed?



Catie’s Query Letter: An Excerpt



The right mentor texts 
can transform your 

students into real writers.



Mentor texts make connections.

Connecting 
Student 
Writers to...

Myriad ways that real writers work & compose.

What’s happening in the real world 
of writers right now.

A writer’s identity.

Writing outlets for their out-of-class 
passions.



Structural Priming
“Structural Priming” -- we have a natural tendency to 
mimic what we read and hear. 

“Want to write better? Read better writing” The Boston Globe, May 31, 2016 



A rigorous reading curriculum

“Rigor resides in the transaction of the reader and the text. It is achieved 
simply by selecting a challenging text, but rather by deepening the reader’s 
engagement with that text...Students can't write a genre they've never read, 
and they can't read - with any fluency or ease - complexity they've never 
encountered" (44,54). 

- Reading Nonfiction (2015), Beers & Probst 

 



Think again about your students’ growth as 
readers...

At least

15
readings of each mentor text

● Introduction to the genre
● Development of ideas
● Multiple lessons on writing 

techniques
● Work with peers in feedback 

groups
● Confer with the teacher
● Support during independent work



The Standards

“As you and your students pay close attention to meanings, craft 
details, and structures during reading immersion, you’ll be fulfilling the 
recommendations of state and national standards...” (62).

- The Journey is Everything (2016), Katherine Bomer



Mentor texts lighten your 
load and restore joy in your 

teacher life.



Your reading habits & 
passions

Your students’ 
interests

What’s happening in 
writing NOW.

The best 
mentor texts 



Going Mentor Text Hunting
LitHub Daily (@lithub) -- authentic analysis 
of literature from around the web, in your 
inbox daily

The Ringer (replacing Grantland) -- sports 
and culture analysis

If you’re on Twitter…
#writingwithmentors

#mentortext

The New York Times (@NYTimes)

The New Yorker (@NewYorker)

NPR (@NPR)



The Lesson “Today you will 
learn how to...”

“Writers use this 
technique to...”

“Here are some 
mentor texts that 
do this...”

“Can you find a 
strategic place in 
your writing for 
this technique?”



What’s next for you & your students?
 

 What will you do TOMORROW to begin planning with mentor texts?
 What first steps will you take?



Use one another!
Use us! 
rebekahodell@trinityes.org
allisonmarchetti@trinityes.org
movingwriters.org

mailto:rebekahodell@trinityes.org
mailto:rebekahodell@trinityes.org
mailto:allisonmarchetti@trinityes.org
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